The VUCA era describes a situation characterized by uncertainty and rapid change. At the same time, sophisticated information technology has entered the organizational system in all sectors. Virtual leadership and a competitive organizational culture help all sectors to stay competent through this uncertain era. This research aims to formulate a virtual leadership model and competitive organizational culture in the VUCA era. Researchers use Vos Viewer to conduct bibliometric analysis on previous research findings obtained through the PRISMA Systematic literature review model method. The results show that virtual leadership that is agile and creative applies trust will help organizations succeed in the VUCA era. Intense communication, technology adjustments, and virtual teams will help facilitate the implementation of virtual leadership. In addition, a competitive organizational culture with an agile organization will allow for a proper work culture response. Some of the schemes that can be implemented are sustainable talent management, innovation, and CSR. These findings formulate a suitable model of virtual leadership and competitive organizational culture to get through the VUCA era. The limitations of research only focused globally do not lead to one sector, so the researchers recommend that future researchers highlight specific sectors in depth.

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, advances in technology and science have driven globalization and global economic growth, making discoveries and transforming all aspects of human life (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014). This transformation process is proceeding at a speed never seen before. As a result, keeping pace with rapid advances in technology, economy, and society driven by the frenzy of the digital revolution and the expansion of global markets is increasingly difficult. The speed of this change makes the organizational context unpredictable or unusable a concept developed by the United States Army after the end of the Cold War, called VUCA (Bennett & Lemoine, 2014; Machado & Brandao, 2019).

VUCA stands for Volatility, Uncertainty, Complexity, and Ambiguity. It is a term used to describe situations characterized by uncertainty and rapid change (Codreanu, 2016; Kennedy, 2020). VUCA is
referred to as a crisis because it can give rise to complex and unpredictable situations that require a quick response (Coronado-Maldonado & Benítez-Márquez, 2023). The presence of VUCA can disrupt the flow of world change both in the business sector and the public sector (Khananda et al., 2024). VUCA can have a significant impact because technology in some regions tends not to keep up with the flow of globalization due to limited resources.

Globalization has accelerated and expanded the flow of goods, services, and people across national borders and increased the demand for a more flexible workforce (Machado & Brandao, 2019; Subrahmanyam, 2023; Kanval et al., 2024). At the same time, advanced information technology has entered organizational systems. In other words, the tools, knowledge, and techniques that support the digitization, planning, decision-making, dissemination, and control of information. Therefore, the phenomena of globalization, technological change, and rapid transformation present new challenges for workers, especially for those who hold leadership positions, regardless of industry and function (Codreanu, 2016; Hamid, 2019). These employees must be trained and prepared to manage and respond to situations in the VUCA world, where communication through technological media is essential.

One form of the VUCA era that occurred some time ago was the COVID-19 pandemic, which impacted all sectors, including the public sector. However, it does not prevent it from continuing to function with online communication media. One way that can be faced with the current post-COVID-19 pandemic conditions is to continue to try to utilize information technology. With developments and innovations in information and communication technology (ICT), such as e-commerce and the internet, a new leadership style has emerged called e-leadership (Viveiros & Bonomi, 2020).

Leadership has been a central element throughout History (Ashiq et al., 2023; Rashid et al., 2023). Leaders strive to guide and help them evolve to stay relevant and in tune with changing user needs since ancient times (Susilawati, et al., 2021; Suaedi, et al., 2023; Roshida, et al., 2023). Various challenges they have faced, such as the evolution of writing materials from parchment to paper, the printing revolution, the digital revolution, and now the technological revolution (Ashiq et al., 2023). The leadership transition to sustainable, sustainable digital leadership has transformed traditional library leadership practices to effectively manage and utilize digital technologies. This requires adapting digital leadership strategies, capabilities, and mindsets to address the challenges and opportunities presented by the digital age, particularly related to the bibliometric study of library leadership.

Virtual leadership arises from using technology to communicate internally and externally with collaborators from different organizations during the workday and in real-time. Previous research conducted by Septian & Wulandari (2024), virtual leadership is applied with several conditions, including leaders understanding the perceptions of members and organizations, leaders acting as the key to success, leaders obliged to work remotely, leaders following the flow of globalization, and mastering ICT. Virtual leadership is widely applied, especially when the COVID-19 pandemic hit. Most workers are required to work from home (WFH). People who work together without meeting physically by utilizing information technology are called virtual teams (Margaret, 2010). In this study, virtual teams are employees who work together without meeting physically by utilizing information technology. In the case of employees working in a hybrid manner between work-from-office (WFO) and WFH, it is called a virtual team only when they work in WFH or WFO but do not meet physically with other employees when working together.

The end of the COVID-19 pandemic as a manifestation of the VUCA era is still ongoing to this day where adaptation continues, and some activities also still utilize information technology and are even forced to use virtual media as sustainability in the future (Pramukti, et al., 2020; Prakoeswa, et al., 2021). Facing a new way of working, it is interesting to establish and analyze organizational problems that arise with social interaction. For example, while most of the workforce worked remotely during
the pandemic, many collaborators relied on interactions with other team members to create innovation or assess risk (Stratone et al., 2022; Willermark & Islind, 2022).

In addition to focusing on *virtual leadership* in the public sector, organizational culture also has a major influence on its success. Organizational culture refers to shared assumptions, values, and norms (Muafi & Roostika, 2022). Culture involves beliefs, values, and behaviors, exists at different levels, and is reflected in various characteristics of organizational life (Econ, 2022; Muafi & Roostika, 2022). Organizational culture is an important factor in the success of any organization. Organizational culture has also been considered a form of organizational capital and a source of competitive advantage (Drljevic et al., 2022; Muafi & Roostika, 2022).

The role of organizations has changed over the years. Organizations are now emphasizing the need for leaders to take on new roles, including coordinating and facilitating the behaviour of others in the workplace. Therefore, organizations need to achieve and maintain a sustainable competitive advantage to continue to grow, paying particular attention to humanitarian issues (Davidaviciene & Al Majzoub, 2022; X. Wang & Zeng, 2017). In addition, many employees must work in teams to achieve complex organizational goals, and work groups are becoming more common in organizations.

In an organization, an individual’s abilities are determined by the individual’s knowledge, skills, and influences that reflect the ability to deal with the work assigned to him. Correspondingly, organizational capability can be defined as the ability demonstrated by an organization to achieve its objectives through the identification and completion of appropriate work (X. Wang & Zeng, 2017). Competitive organizational cultures tend to have a perspective to see how employees or members compete fairly in creating innovation and excellence in themselves that have an impact on both the company and the organization (Econ, 2022).

This article is updated based on a review of publications in the Scopus database using the keywords "virtual AND leadership AND vuca", "virtual leadership", "competitive AND organizational AND culture, AND vuca", virtual AND leadership, AND competitive AND organizational AND culture. The search was conducted on February 29, 2023, based on publications from 2019 to 2024 found a total of 5 publications with the keywords "virtual AND leadership AND vuca", 1,605 publications with the keywords "virtual AND leadership", one publication with the keywords "competitive AND organizational AND culture, AND vuca", two publications with the keywords "virtual AND leadership, AND competitive AND organizational AND culture", 868 publications "competitive AND organizational AND culture" and no publications with the keywords "virtual AND leadership, AND competitive AND organizational AND culture, AND vuca".

![Figure 1. Research Novelty. Source: Data processed by researchers, 2024](image-url)
In previous research, this is the first time anyone has discussed how virtual leadership models and organizational cultures are competitive in the public sector in the VUCA era. Based on this evidence, this research has empirical novelty. In contrast, there has never been research on virtual leadership models and competitive organizational culture in the public sector, especially in the VUCA era. Theoretical novelty: This research will produce a model to discover the concept of virtual leadership and organizational culture in the public sector. Methodological novelty can be seen in the lack of topics on virtual leadership and competitive organizational culture using bibliometric analysis.

Based on the exposure of the phenomena that occur and evidence of the novelty of researchers, this study aims to (1) formulate a virtual leadership model in the public sector in the VUCA era, (2) formulate a model of competitive organizational culture in the public sector in the VUCA era.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

Based on the research objectives that want to formulate a virtual leadership model and competitive organizational culture, this study will use a systematic literature review (SLR) to find relevant articles. SLR flows are based on the PRISMA 2020 model (Alfiani et al., 2024; Page et al., 2021; Septianingrum, et al., 2023; Rohmi, et al., 2023; Purwanti, et al., 2024). First, researchers found relevant research using the Scopus database. Scopus has many peer-reviewed journals and a large database and allows researchers access to a wider range of publications to conduct more systematic literature reviews (Carrera-Rivera et al., 2022).

Bibliometric analysis performed with VOS Viewer relies on the identification of Scopus articles. The process of finding and assessing different types of research outputs is known as bibliometric analysis (Zhao et al., 2023). The purpose of a bibliometric review is to identify publications or researchers who have produced widely referenced works in various scientific domains, journals, and topics of study during a certain period (Aria & Cuccurullo, 2017). Visualization of relationships between selected articles is made possible by bibliometric analysis to help find articles. To find research trends on bureaucratic reform in Indonesia, bibliometric analysis uses keyword repetition (Donthu et al., 2021). Therefore, the study relied on Vosviewer bibliometric software to analyze trends in information obtained from the Scopus database (van Eck & Waltman, 2010).

Keywords are based on research topics of virtual leadership and competitive organizational culture in the public sector in the VUCA era. Hence, the keywords used include "virtual leadership", "organizational competitive culture", and "VUCA". Researchers develop essential keywords with synonyms that can expand search results based on recommendations from Scopus searches. More details can be seen in Table 1. The results of the identification of article findings showed as many as 7,579 articles in the Scopus database.

**Table 1. Research development with keyword identification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The topic of the article searched</th>
<th>Keyword search</th>
<th>Enrich keyword</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Virtual leadership and competitive organizational culture in the public sector in the VUCA era</td>
<td>Virtual leadership, leadership</td>
<td>Organizational culture, organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational competitive culture</td>
<td>VUCA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by researchers, 2024
Researchers then conduct a screening process against the results of previous identification by conducting inclusion and exclusion criteria (Tricco et al., 2018). The screening of articles that fall into the inclusion category is carried out based on publication year restrictions, which have been limited for the last five years, especially from 2019 to 2024. Then, the type of document is in the form of articles, the language used is English, and articles can be accessed freely. Articles that do not include inclusion criteria will be included in the exclusion criteria. Filtering is also done by looking at the title and abstract of the research to eliminate articles that are not on this topic (Snyder, 2019). A total of 23 articles were obtained from the screening process. The next step is to check the article’s content thoroughly to find relevant articles that can answer research questions. From the entire process, a total of 14 articles will be analyzed. The article review process is shown in the flow chart in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. PRISMA search flow chart: Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024.](image)

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Bibliographic Coupling

Bibliometric analysis (bibliographic coupling) uses the same references to find relationships between scientific documents. In this case, those documents with the same reference and comparable topic or subject are considered the same. The process begins by selecting a reference document and then analyzing the references used by that document on other documents in the database. The document will have a bibliographic coupling if the references used are the same (Guleria & Kaur, 2021; Ma et al., 2022). This method helps in finding groups of documents that have the same topic or subject.
Bibliographic by Virtual Leadership

In this mapping, researchers will map in advance to sub-categories of articles related to virtual leadership in the VUCA era. As shown in Figure 3, the bibliographic coupling results show that seven cluster groups were identified.

Figure 3. Network Visualization by Vos Viewer, 2024: Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024

Cluster 1 is designated with a network and red nodes consisting of 12 items. Keywords consist of communication, construal level theory, creative leadership, digital communication (Y. Wang & Wang, 2022), leadership, media use (Y. Wang & Wang, 2022), methodology, perception, psychology distance, psychology, social media, and social theory.

Cluster 2 is intended, and nodes are green and consist of 11 keywords including consortiums, culture, disintermediation, distance learning, organizations, partnership, technology mediation, virtual culture, and virtual organization.

Cluster 3 is aimed at dark blue nodes and consists of 11 keywords including construct validity, cross-sectional study, digital leadership (Claassen et al., 2021; Karakose et al., 2022), digitalization, employee, human, major clinical study, municipal administration (Claassen et al., 2021), principle component analysis, score (Claassen et al., 2021), skill.

Cluster 4 is intended with yellow nodes with several 7 keywords that appear including bibliography, bibliometric analysis (Karakose et al., 2022), business development, leadership 4.0 (Karakose et al., 2022), mapping method, technological development, and technology leadership.

Cluster 5 appears with purple variant nodes with several 7 keywords including affordances (Willermark & Islind, 2022), coaching and development, conflict management (Turesky et al., 2020), digitalization of work practice (Willermark & Islind, 2022), trust (Turesky et al., 2020), virtual leadership (Appelgren, 2022; Turesky et al., 2020; Willermark & Islind, 2022), virtual team performance (Subrahmanyam, 2023).

Cluster 6 nodes show a light blue color with 5 keyword categories including change management, cultural constraints, e-leadership, transformative leadership, and virtual teams (Subrahmanyam, 2023; Turesky et al., 2020).
Cluster 7 is shown by orange networks and nodes with 5 keywords that appear among them COVID-19, Crisis Management, Leadership, Media Management, Sweden (Appelgren, 2022).

The keywords in each cluster show words often used in research and to find answers to what you want to research. Furthermore, to find out how virtual leadership in this VUCA era happened, the author also conducted an analysis based on Figure 4 and Figure 5.

**Figure 4. Density Visualization Network by Vos Viewer 2024: Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024**

**Figure 5. Networks connected with the keyword "Virtual Leadership": Source: Vos Viewer, 2024**

Based on Figure 4 related to the findings of the analysis on density visualization, the variable that arises is virtual leadership several articles mapped, where researchers want to see a networked
relationship with virtual leadership variables. The findings of keywords that arise show that these keywords are indeed a trend to be researched and associated with various topics (van Eck & Waltman, 2010). Based on the findings in Figure 5 show network relationships that are interrelated with virtual leadership variable nodes. Some keywords related to virtual leadership are virtual teams, e-leadership (Subrahmanyam, 2023), digital leadership, leadership 4.0 (Karakose et al., 2022), leadership, and leadership behavior (Appelgren, 2022). In implementing virtual leadership, several indicators are realized according to the literature that there must be one, e-leadership explained that to make digital leadership, especially facing the VUCA era which is all virtual, a leader must have characteristics including interactive leadership approaches, collaborative, intact and social, inspiring and open and can foster resilience (Subrahmanyam, 2023). Some of these characteristics if applied to leadership virtually or digitally will be able to affect the progress of the work process (Karakose et al., 2022; Subrahmanyam, 2023).

In addition to these characteristics, virtual leadership must be supported by leadership trust (Turesky et al., 2020) and the formation of virtual teams (Subrahmanyam, 2023). Virtual team support can be done by forming good relationships with the team, communicating transparently with the team, transparent in sharing information, resolving conflicts promptly, training and guiding employees, being consistent in the organization, high performance (Subrahmanyam, 2023; Turesky et al., 2020). With the virtual team, the virtual leadership process will be achieved. Furthermore, the virtual leadership keyword network is also connected to the coaching and development keyword (Turesky et al., 2020), distance learning, dan culture. Training and development in this case focuses on conflict management in an organization to lead to better performance results and realize virtual leadership. In addition, there is a need for virtual work management training so that all actors or workers can adapt to the current uncertainty of globalization (Turesky et al., 2020; Willemark & Islind, 2022). Based on this, realizing virtual leadership is not easy but can be started by paying attention to needs and patterns in work.

**Bibliographic competitive organizational culture**

The sub-category of competitive organizational culture based on the findings of articles that have been mapped in the bibliography produces 5 group clusters that are identified accordingly in the following figure:

---

Figure 6. Network Visualization by Vos Viewer, 2024: Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024
The results show cluster 1 with a red network. The keywords that appear are adult education, corporate social response, corporate sustainability, education, entrepreneurship, gender, knowledge management (Marković et al., 2022), organizational culture (Marković et al., 2022; Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023; Saleh & Atan, 2021; Siyal et al., 2022), sustainable talent management (Saleh & Atan, 2021).

Cluster 2 with green network with keywords climate change, innovation, innovative behavior, organizational climate, organizational silence, service performance, social capital (Quan et al., 2023), sustainable development.

Cluster 3 appears with a blue network with keywords digital technology, ICT, management, policy strategy, stakeholders (Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023), technology adoption, and digitization.

Cluster 4 is shown with a yellow network. Keywords that appear include knowledge sharing, organizational agility, organizational behavior, organizational sustainability, social and economic sustainability, sustainability, and sustainable organization (Marjerison et al., 2022).

Cluster 5 with purple network. Keywords that appear include competitive advantages, culture, technology (Fernandez-Jardon et al., 2020), knowledge, management practice, culture, knowledge, management practice (Marković et al., 2022), and business.

The keywords that appear in each cluster show words that are often used in previous research. Furthermore, the results of the analysis that connects organizational culture variables will be seen in the connection of connected variables as shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Density Visualization by Vos Viewer, 2024](image1)

**Figure 7. Density Visualization by Vos Viewer, 2024: Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024**

![Figure 8. Connected organizational culture variable connections](image2)

**Figure 8. Connected organizational culture variable connections: Source: Vos viewer, 2024**
Based on Figure 7, the keyword organizational culture arises in the findings of the analysis. These results show that organizational culture is a research trend (van Eck & Waltman, 2010). In Figure 8 you can see the connection of variables connected to the keyword organizational culture. In the application of a competitive organizational culture, continuous talent management is required. Sustainable talent management practices are primarily aimed at attracting talent, sharing knowledge, training employees, and self-development (Saleh & Atan, 2021). In addition, knowledge management and education are also needed in supporting a competitive work culture in the current VUCA era. If the organization does not provide optimal conditions for quality knowledge management or if the identified employee skill development needs are not seen as important for organizational development, then it is unlikely that positive results will occur, both at the individual and organizational level (Marković et al., 2022). The connection to variable innovation also shows that a competitive organizational culture requires innovation in the VUCA era. The spirit of innovation is operationally defined as "the behavior of adopting, disseminating, and implementing new ideas (Quan et al., 2023). Node management practice is also connected to organizational culture variables. To move towards a competitive organizational culture talent management practices are required including talent attraction, knowledge sharing, employee training, and career development (Saleh & Atan, 2021).

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) nodes also appear in networks related to organizational culture. Companies must be involved in the implementation of CSR activities appropriately by considering stakeholder groups (society, consumers, and employees) (Siyal et al., 2022). Digitization, digital technology is one of the variables that is also connected to organizational culture. Culture can influence the behavior of human resources in the process of technology adoption (Fernandez-Jardon et al., 2020; Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023). On the other hand, technological knowledge influences culture by encouraging innovation and motivating people to change. Organizational culture can drive technology adoption. Culture is usually a source of competitive advantage. Digital technology or ICT can be used as an innovation in business processes, providing sustainability benefits for all parties (Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023).

**Virtual Leadership Model and Competitive Work Culture in the VUCA Era**

The changing landscape of technological innovation has placed virtual leadership and leadership creatively in a new context, contributing to the development of e-leadership (Y. Wang & Wang, 2022). Since there is a VUCA era that has a lot of uncertainty about world developments, leadership must indirectly be able to face and follow the flow of technology. In response to the impact of digital communication and digital networks, e-leadership is defined as a process of leading that involves social influence in both the proximal and distal environments, leading to changes in behavior, attitudes, feelings, thoughts, and performance because of progress.

With the advent of information technology, organizations have undergone significant transformations, resulting in the creation of virtual teams (Subrahmanyam, 2023; Y. Wang & Wang, 2022). With the help of media technology, virtual teams have evolved into a widely accepted work style that goes beyond cost-saving solutions to overcome geographic distance and time constraints (Subrahmanyam, 2023; Turesky et al, 2020; Y. Wang & Wang, 2022; Willermark & Islind, 2022).

Some of the selected literature mapped out in bibliographic analysis shows a variety of ways to discover how virtual leadership can be adopted and adapted today. Based on the results of the bibliometric analysis, the findings of issues related to the virtual leadership model can be related to what happens in the field, especially where a leader always upgrades and directs the team and its performance, therefore some points of findings of the virtual leadership model can be applied based on the findings of the bibliometric analysis and based on the fact of findings in the literature is presented in the following table:
Table 2. Findings from the analysis of the virtual leadership model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Model</th>
<th>Model Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral Leadership</td>
<td>Personal contact between employees and leaders (Appelgren, 2022), The importance of building trust in the early stages of team development for virtual (Turesky et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agile and creative leadership</td>
<td>good adaptability to the speed of changing work processes (Claassen et al., 2021), Leaders must be open to ingenious thinking (Subrahmanyam, 2023; Turesky et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear communication at work</td>
<td>individual management and the ability to handle a diverse group of individuals (Karakose et al., 2022; Subrahmanyam, 2023), and Digital Communication Skills (Y. Wang &amp; Wang, 2022).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaders who can keep up with the flow of technology</td>
<td>Digital knowledge and literacy knowledge of possible changes related to digitalization (Claassen et al., 2021), Digital leadership is a new leadership style associated with Industry 4.0 (Karakose et al., 2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual team support</td>
<td>Spatially it can help communicate over long distances (Appelgren, 2022; Karakose et al., 2022), The existence of virtual reality (Karakose et al., 2022; Subrahmanyam, 2023; Willermark &amp; Islind, 2023), Practice virtual motivation techniques to inspire employees even in a virtual environment (Appelgren, 2022)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by researchers, 2024

Leadership in virtual groups will likely play an important role functioning in aiding the development of trust among virtual staff members (Subrahmanyam, 2023). When group trust is established, the type of electronic leadership that has the most beneficial effects at different stages of the virtual group progress cycle is determined. Leaders tend to agree most with interpersonal claims, which can be attributed to the nature of these crises; they also agree with cultural norms about how to behave as leaders in general (Appelgren, 2022). In addition, a clear understanding of the appropriate practices that leaders use to build trust between leaders and members and resolve conflicts at the individual and team levels has not yet emerged. With VT constantly evolving, practitioners and managers must understand the optimal strategies to drive their VT performance (Turesky et al., 2020).

Experts describe "digital communication skills" for leaders in the digital environment as "the ability to communicate through information and communication technology in a clear and organized manner, avoid mistakes and misunderstandings, and not overestimate or underestimate the performance of others (Y. Wang & Wang, 2022). As an important communication task in the creation process, creative leaders must accurately communicate project content, goals, and strategic plans to team members. Vague task descriptions tend to stifle creativity and reduce intrinsic motivation (Karakose et al., 2022; Subrahmanyam, 2023). Today’s leaders can quickly and easily prepare multimedia project summaries using a variety of office software. Compared to verbal communication, written summaries excel at identifying important information, providing an overview of the task, and inserting reference images or videos to aid understanding.

Concerning the concept of Virtual Teams and virtual leadership, the term virtual work has long been popular in the business world since the development of communication technology (Karakose et al.,
2022; Willermark & Islind, 2023). The increasing popularity of virtual teams in contemporary organizations has been achieved by successfully structuring work between teams, increasing competition, and thus reducing costs. However, some weaknesses of Virtual Teams are also noticed. For example, the lack of supervision and control in the virtual environment, the difficulty of keeping up with the flow in the virtual environment, and fluctuations in employee commitment to the organization, which are characterized by more freedom, are mentioned among these difficulties (Karakose et al., 2022). To address these challenges, virtual leaders build trust by using communication technology, valuing diversity, monitoring team progress using technology, and managing virtual meetings.

Virtual leadership is accelerating. The difficulties caused by the separation of time and space in virtual teams require leaders to acquire effective management skills in a virtual environment because leadership plays an important role in overcoming the challenges faced by virtual teams and realizing their potential benefits (Karakose et al., 2022). A need to align mentoring, training, and education strategies with corporate objectives to enable the adoption of new e-leadership approaches. As organizations continue to navigate the complex technological landscape, the development of electronic leadership skills in the 21st century is becoming essential to effectively manage changes in team, process, and knowledge management capabilities (Subrahmanyam, 2023). From our findings, it appears that virtual leadership does require new features, and the work of leaders has changed drastically. We want to illustrate these changes and the following characteristics of changes through the lens of affordability (Karakose et al., 2022; Willermark & Islind, 2023).

Meanwhile, in a competitive work culture in the current VUCA era. Organizational culture determines the path that each company considers to control its work, which, as a result, has an impact on its procedures (Saleh & Atan, 2021; Siyal et al., 2022). Based on the findings of the mapped literature, researchers found issues that support the successful application of competitive organizational culture as follows:

### Table 3. Findings of competitive organizational culture analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applied Model Indicators</th>
<th>Application in detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Talent Management</td>
<td>Talent attraction, knowledge sharing, employee training, and career development (Saleh &amp; Atan, 2021), Organizations that nurture tomorrow’s leaders, managers, and employees (Saleh &amp; Atan, 2021; Siyal et al., 2022).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td>A supportive climate, social capital that stands as a concept of innovation (Fernandez-Jardon et al., 2020; Quan et al., 2023), behavior of adopting, disseminating, and implementing new ideas (Quan et al., 2023), Companies must create a positive organizational voice and environment, reduce silence on organizational members, and encourage employees to actively express their opinions (Marjerison et al., 2022; Quan et al., 2023).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Agility</td>
<td>Environmental changes that impact the organization), capabilities, supports, and dimensions (the part of the organization that must be met), agile to achieve OA such as management, technology, and labor (Marjerison et al., 2022), dexterity acts as a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied Indicators</td>
<td>Model Application in detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>mediator related to the company’s performance (Marjerison et al., 2022; Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023), adaptable, agile, and innovative management model (Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSR is an important predictor of the Company’s success (Siyal et al., 2022) and, an integral part of contributing to the company’s performance (Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023; Siyal et al., 2022).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data processed by researcher, 2024

Organizational agility is categorized into four drivers: drivers (environmental changes that impact the organization), capabilities (the organization’s ability to handle change), supporting (tools, practices, and technology), and dimensions (the part of the organization that must be met). agile to achieve OA such as management, technology, and labor) (Marjerison et al., 2022). Talent management refers to the many activities carried out by employees in an organization such as recruiting, retaining, motivating, training, and developing talented individuals for the institution to remain competitive in the market (Saleh & Atan, 2021). As institutions are built to remain competitive and survive in the industry, they need to have solid departments in place to help them attract, retain, motivate training and develop talented people, i.e. talent managers (Marković et al., 2022). Talent management can be defined as a tool to benefit employees by developing their skills and abilities to meet specific needs, as well as by managing future developments. To retain workers in the organization, it is beneficial to help employees develop their skills and abilities. Many reasons can help companies to exploit talent management. Innovation-based change in organizational behavior is closely related to organizational agility driven by knowledge sharing (Marjerison et al., 2022; Quan et al., 2023).

When technology and organizational culture are combined with the help of education and training, their application will increase, and the benefits will be greater. An organizational structure that includes groups and units that create shared norms, beliefs, and practices that must be followed by individuals working within the organization can lead to CSR activities. It is considered as an organizational culture that facilitates an organization's strategy to gain a sustainable competitive advantage by adopting appropriate CSR activities (Martínez-Peláez et al., 2023).

Based on these findings related to virtual leadership patterns and competitive organizational culture, researchers produced virtual leadership models and competitive organizational cultures that can be applied in the current VUCA era. Changes in global technological flows that occur rapidly and are influenced by unexpected factors today cause the VUCA era (Coronado-Maldonado & Benítez-Márquez, 2023). This era indirectly triggers changes in leadership patterns and organizational culture. Virtual leadership is one solution that leaders worldwide can apply to adapt to the flow of change globally. Virtual leadership offers an agile, creative, and trustworthy leadership model. This will encourage leaders to respond to change, including intense communication, technology adjustments, and the formation of virtual teams. In addition to virtual leadership, more competitive organizational changes are needed to face the current VUCA era. The findings show that an agile organizational culture with an organizational culture response scheme that includes continuous talent management, innovation, and CSR will help the organizational sector to be able to adapt to the current VUCA era. The findings can be illustrated in Figure 9 of the model.
CONCLUSION

The VUCA era is when all sectors of the organization must quickly respond to changes. Virtual leadership and a competitive organizational culture will help organizations adapt to the current era. The findings show that virtual leadership can be a solution in facing the VUCA era. Virtual leadership in an agile, creative, and trust-applying way is believed to help succeed in realizing an organization that can face the uncertainty of globalization flows. The leader's response needed in realizing virtual leadership includes intense communication between leaders and members, technology adjustments that can follow global flows and current technology usage trends, and the formation of virtual teams that will be a liaison between teams and help reduce operational costs. With the response of these leaders and the implementation of some of these methods, virtual leadership is believed in the VUCA era. In addition to virtual leadership, support from organizational culture change is also decisive in organizations' success in adapting to the VUCA era. A competitive organizational culture will help implement and adjust how appropriate management is to deal with these uncertain global currents. The findings show that a competitive organizational culture by implementing an agile organization will help formulate agile cultural responses appropriately. Some competitive organizational culture schemes that can be carried out include continuous talent management that will help train, motivate, and develop employees.

In addition, innovation and CSR are essential predictors of a company's success. From these findings, a virtual leadership model and competitive organizational culture were produced so that it can be a solution to face the challenges that occur in the current VUCA era. The limitation of this study is that focusing only globally does not lead to one sector of the organization. Therefore, the researcher provides recommendations for future researchers to identify how virtual leadership and organizational culture occur in the public and government sectors.
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